
FOAM GUIDE
FIRM FOAM | Grade : 38-200
Firm foam provides a firm stable base giving increased support and excellent
recovery, maintaining its shape for years. We will provide firm foam covered in
a TETRON WRAP which rounds off the corners and creates a plump look
achieving a more luxurious finish.

FIRM FOAM | Grade : 35-160
Medium Foam is a perfect filling for Window & Bench Seats. It’s best suited to
seats and offers a medium feel and good support but still has enough give to
slightly sink into. Our medium foam inserts can be cut to any size to slot
straight into existing cushion covers and will be supplied covered in a Tetron
Wrap to create a luxurious plump finish.

MEDIUM FOAM | Grade : 35-130
Soft Foam is suitable for all indoor and outdoor back cushions. Providing a
more defined shape than loose fillings, soft foam offers minimal maintenance
and excellent recovery whilst still being soft and supportive. A perfect
combination when combined with foam seats and which will be supplied
covered in a Tetron Wrap to create a luxurious plump finish.

QuickDry Foam (OUTDOOR) | Grade : RE-29-170
Medium QuickDryFoam® is specifically formulated for outdoor furniture and
marine applications. QuickDryFoam has large open pores which permit
maximum water drainage and air circulation allowing it to dry quickly after
being wet. In-built antimicrobial protection prohibits the growth of mould and
fungus inside outdoor cushions even when left outdoors for long periods.

QuickDry LOOSE CHIP (OUTDOOR) | Grade : RE-29-130
The QuickDry LOOSE CHIP Foam is the RE-29-170 chipped up to be used for
back cushions for the comfortable plush finish and feel.

FEATHER FILL
Featherfill is 100% feather, the ultimate in luxury and comfort.

ERGOFILL
Ergofill is a revolutionary seat and back cushion fill utilising specially cut foam
mixed 50/50 with siliconised polyester fibre to give a feather and down look
and feel, but with a much higher level of resilience and comfort. Ergofill is
guaranteed for five years in domestic furniture.

Questions? - Email: info@creativeupholsterynz.co.nz
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